Android Engineer (f/m)
Berlin, Germany

About COUP:
COUP is bringing the fun of driving back into urban areas. As a wholly owned
subsidiary of Robert Bosch GmbH, the eScooter sharing service started a new
business area in the field of mobility services in August 2016. The electric
scooters enable users to save time in city traffic and are a fantastic addition to
existing mobility services provided in central areas. The eScooters are
available in a number of major European cities, including Berlin, Paris and
Madrid. They can be used around the clock and are easy to find, reserve and
drive. They are a flexible and affordable alternative to public transport and
cars.

What you will be working on:


Our Android app, which is 100% in Kotlin



Steady improvement and development of our app. We are using RxJava,
Dagger, Retrofit.



An app with very high test coverage – both unit tests and UI tests (with
Mockito and Espresso)



Full continuous integration and continuous delivery pipeline



Our code base, which is modularized with clean separation of concerns.

We get truly excited about hiring you, if you:


are passionate about engineering and a creative coder



value pragmatism and deliver high quality code



cannot imagine code that is untested



like working in close collaboration with product management, design,
business and backend engineers



want to proactively be engaged in feature and roadmap discussions



want to work on something cool (eScooters!), but use well-proven software
and engineering approaches



have several years of experience in Android engineering



have worked on and published apps in the Google Play Store



ideally have orchestrated user interactions with Bluetooth LE and API calls



ideally have developed and published an SDK for public consumption



ideally have developed Wear OS applications



have a degree in engineering or a comparable field of studies

What you can expect when joining COUP:


Joining our adventure in becoming the leading global platform in shared
urban mobility.



Working with a very strong team and the best eScooter in the market.



Flat hierarchies, numerous social events and opportunity to work with
highly skilled, cross-functional teams.



A brand-new office in the center of Berlin (Friedrichstraße).

If you are interested, please send your application to jobs@joincoup.com.
Feel free to get in touch in case you have questions regarding your
application.
We are looking forward to hearing from you!

